
        

        Sensible Conversations
about Security

Lessons learned encouraging security thinking in software development teams



Motivation



OBJECTIVE
We need software 
teams
to ‘build security
in’



OBJECTIVE
We need to 
prioritise the 
highest value 
security work



OBJECTIVE
We need to build 
security 
awareness and 
capability in 
every role in the 
delivery team



OBJECTIVE
Threat modelling 
and risk 
assessment are 
complicated, 
specialised and 
hard!

● Asset: What we’re trying to protect.
● Actor: Who we’re protecting an asset from.
● Threat: What we’re trying to protect an asset from.
● Vulnerability: Weakness or gap in our protection efforts.
● Exploit: Vulnerability that has been triggered by a threat.
● Risk: Event at the intersection of assets, threats, and vulnerabilities.
● Vector: How an actor is getting to the asset.
● Payload: What an actor is getting to the asset with.



GOAL
To make threat 
modelling simple



WORKSHOP
Sensible
Conversations
Objectives

Gather cross functional group and share 
understanding of:

● What needs protecting and why
● What the real threats are
● What and where there might be 

technical exposure 

In order to prioritise most valuable next 
steps



Step 1
Gather cross 
functional group:
delivery team, 
stakeholders, folks 
from security team



Step 2
Use component 
architecture 
diagram and 
‘asset’ cards to 
identify scope



Step 3
Using threat cards as 
cues, explore impact 
and likelihood of 
threats and prioritise 
3 for further 
discussion



Step 4
Have a nice
break :)



Step 5
Mark areas of 
focus on 
technical 
architecture, 
based on threat
‘playbook’



Step 6
Split into smaller 
groups and use 
exposure cards 
to explore areas 
to improve



Step 7
Playback findings 
and agree 3 
valuable next 
steps. Wrap up



ACTION

INSIGHT

AWARENESS

CONFIDENCE

Delivery team outcomes from threat modelling
What outcomes are we trying to effect within the delivery team?

1. Team aware what they 
are protecting, from what 
and what defenses they 
have

2. Team start to see where 
they have exposure and what 
needs improvement

3. Team are working on the 
high value defensive building 
work

4. Team able to continuously 
identify and deliver highest value 
defensive work

Continuous 
practice



Next steps
Summary and conclusions

● Valuable security next steps discovered every time!

● Great way to connect security teams and delivery teams

● Still refining and and simplifying approach

● ‘Train the trainer’ model for other facilitators

● Open source the materials!

● Want more feedback! Keep in growing approach



Jim Gumbley
@jgumbley

Thanks!



THOUGHT BEHIND SENSIBLE CONVERSATIONS
What was some of the thinking which motivated the work?

Securing 
a system

The threat
landscape

Threat Model
/ Risk 

Assessment

Taking ‘next step’ 
in Sensible 

Conversations

CYNEFIN


